Secondary Publishing Rights and Open Access

Canada is falling behind Europe and the United States in providing no-charge access to publicly funded research. Governments around the world are recognizing that publicly funded research is a public good: not only do the national and European funding agencies make their funding conditional on open access publishing, but several countries have legislation that supports this policy. Public access to research promotes better science and innovation and fosters an informed public. However, despite most academic research being financed through public money (mainly through Tri-Agency funding), Canada lags behind in providing full open access to this research. Most of the Canadian academic output is still trapped behind paywalls, making access and reuse difficult if not impossible.¹

CFLA calls upon the Canadian government to introduce an amendment to the Copyright Act recognizing the academic authors’ Secondary Publishing Rights in support of immediate access to publicly funded research published in research periodicals. This legislative amendment would bring Canada in line with several leading countries in Europe.²

In addition, in the United States the US Office of Science and Technology Policy has issued a memorandum ordering Federal public agencies to change their policies regarding federally funded research.³ By December 31, 2025, all publicly funded research is to be available to the public immediately without an embargo. Immediate open access and Secondary Publishing Rights are also encouraged by the Council of the European Union.⁴

The main obstacle towards open access publishing is the obligation put on academic authors to transfer all rights in their articles to the publisher, while the writing, peer reviewing, and often even editorial services provided by academics are provided for free to publishers. In principle such a full transfer of rights to publishers prevents the deposit of a published article in an institutional repository without the prior permission of the publisher. Some publishers allow the sharing of some form of the final version of an article after an embargo period, but many do not contractually allow these works to be shared at all. Secondary Publishing Rights legislation seeks to redress the bargaining imbalance in academic publication, as well as to provide for the public good of open access without increasing costs to national funders.⁵

One of the innovative ways European countries are addressing this problem is through the implementation of a statutory provision laying down Secondary Publishing Rights for academic authors.

---

¹ https://www.erudit.org/en/journals/cjils/1900-v1-n1-cjils07118/1090599ar/
The first legislative provision in this sense was proposed by Dutch MP Taverne in 2012. The proposal became law in Article 25fa of the Dutch Copyright Act, now known as the Taverne Amendment.6 The provision states that “The maker of a short scientific work, the research for which has been paid for in whole or in part by Dutch public funds, shall be entitled to make that work available to the public for no consideration following a reasonable period of time after the work was first published, provided that clear reference is made to the source of the first publication of the work.” The French7, Belgian8, German9, Italian10, and Austrian11 copyright acts all provide for a Secondary Publishing Right.

During the 2019 Government Consultation on the Statutory Review of the Copyright Act, some submissions did propose the introduction of a provision in the Copyright Act to allow the secondary publication of scientific or scholarly articles in institutional repositories12. As in Europe, most Canadian universities operate open access repositories. If the Canadian Copyright Act included a provision allowing for academic Secondary Publishing Rights, Canadian universities could make sure that publicly

8 See Economic Code, Art. XI.196 2 § 2/1. L’auteur d’un article scientifique issu d’une recherche financée pour au moins la moitié par des fonds publics conserve, même si, conformément à l’article XI.167, il a cédé ses droits à un éditeur d’un périodique ou les a placés sous une licence simple ou exclusive, le droit de mettre le manuscrit gratuitement à la disposition du public en libre accès après un délai de douze mois pour les sciences humaines et sociales et six mois pour les autres sciences, après la première publication, dans un périodique, moyennant mention de la source de la première publication.
9 Law of October 1, 2013 (BGBl. I S. 3714) Gesetz zur Nutzung verwaister und vergriffener Werke und einer weiteren Änderung des Urheberrechtsgesetzes): “38(4) The author of a scientific contribution which results from research activities at least half of which were financed by public funds and which was reprinted in a collection which is published periodically at least twice per year also has the right, if he or she has granted the publisher or editor an exclusive right of use, to make the contribution available to the public upon expiry of 12 months after first publication in the accepted manuscript version, unless this serves a commercial purpose. The source of the first publication must be cited. Any deviating agreement to the detriment of the author is ineffective.” https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_uhrh/englisch_uhrh.html
12 See https://www.ourcommons.ca/Content/Committee/421/INDU/Brief/BR9887146/bre-external/CreativeCommons-e.pdf and https://www.ourcommons.ca/Content/Committee/421/INDU/Brief/BR10278308/bre-external/BannermanSara02-e.pdf
funded research is available to the public via repositories in all cases, instead of at the dispensation of publishers.

In 2021, LIBER (Ligue des Bibliothèques Européennes de Recherche – Association of European Research Libraries) prepared a Model Law\(^{13}\) for Secondary Publishing Rights, which seeks to allow immediate distribution by authors of their own research when the research has been funded by public funds:

The author of an article in a research periodical, their employer or research funder shall be entitled to make the work in any of its forms available to the public via any open access repository immediately after its acceptance, including any third party content such as images, tables, etc., contained therein necessary for the understanding of the article, on the condition that:

a. the research to which the article relates has been paid in whole or in part by public or research charity funds; and

b. it is accompanied by a sufficient acknowledgement of both the author and the source of first publication.

Upon being made available to the public in any of its forms in line with this provision the specific version being made available shall be identifiable, and clear terms of use shall be appended. No contractual or other restrictions on its reuse shall be enforceable regarding an article whose author has been majority funded by public or research charity funds.

Implementing thoughtful Secondary Publishing Rights, in consultation with universities, libraries, and other research organizations in Canada, would allow us to keep pace with key EU countries and the US in making sure that our publicly funded research is available to everyone to learn and build from, especially the Canadian public.